
Detect and avoid technology – what is it?  
A beginner's guide

Detect and avoid (DAA) systems (also known as sense and avoid, detect, sense, and avoid, or see 
and avoid) play a fundamentally important role in integrating drones into a national airspace 
system.  Unlike crewed aircraft, drones do not have an on board pilot who is able to spot potential 
hazards, ensure that the aircraft keeps at a distance from such hazards, and take action to avoid a 
collision.  Detect and avoid systems are intended to provide a technological solution to this 
problem.  They are a critical safety feature for drones flying in shared airspace, including 
international airspace, and their effectiveness and reliability are key concerns to airspace regulators.

International legal framework

The 1944 Convention on International Civil Aviation (also known as the Chicago Convention)  sets 
out arrangements for coordinating and regulating international air travel. The Convention 
establishes rules for airspace management, aircraft registration and air safety.1  Under the terms of 
the Convention “…States undertake, when issuing regulations for their state aircraft, that they will 
have due regard for the safety of navigation of civil aircraft”.2  'State aircraft' are those aircraft used 
for military, customs, and police functions, which are not always obliged to comply with civil 
aviation procedures. As 'state aircraft', military drones must have due regard for the safety of civil 
air traffic.

In some cases military activities may pose such risks to civil air traffic that the only way a state can 
demonstrate 'due regard' for safety is to segregate military and civil air traffic through separate 
airspace structures.  In other circumstances the pilot of the military aircraft can demonstrate due 
regard by operating the aircraft within visual meteorological conditions where it is possible to 
observe other air traffic in the vicinity.

The 'See and Avoid' principle is recognised as a method for avoiding collision when weather 
conditions permit and requires that pilots should actively search for potentially conflicting traffic, 
especially when operating in airspace where traffic may not be operating under the instructions of 
air traffic control.  

Detect and avoid technology

The UK Civil Aviation Authority defines detect and avoid as “the capability to see, sense or detect 
conflicting traffic or other hazards and take the appropriate action”.3  The human brain is still better 
than automatic systems at discriminating between real aircraft and 'false positives', especially in 
new situations that an automatic system has not encountered  before, but in some circumstances, 
such as poor weather, see and avoid will not be possible and so an aircraft may be equipped with an 
automatic detect and avoid system to provide separation between it and other aircraft and hazards.4  

As drones have no pilot on board the aircraft to take responsibility for see and avoid, the see and 
avoid requirement must be met using alternative means if the drone is to fly beyond visual line of 
sight.  A detect and avoid system has three main functions:
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• The 'detect' function of scanning and tracking the surrounding air traffic.
• The 'avoid' function, intended to identify possible conflicts with other traffic (loss of 

separation distance and collision threats) and undertake the necessary action to resolve a 
conflict.  This could be alerting the pilot to the hazard, or automatically manoeuvring the 
drone to avoid the hazard, or both simultaneously.

• A signalling function, to ensure that the drone itself is visible to radar so that other aircraft 
can detect and avoid it as well.

Detect and avoid activities can be broken down into the following tasks:
• Monitor the surrounding environment to detect obstacles (eg large bird, aircraft, or power 

lines).
• Classify the obstacle types.
• Identify collision risks.
• Find a strategy to avoid collision.
• Change the drone's flight trajectory and execute an avoidance path.
• Return to the original path towards the drone's final destination.

Monitoring needs to be conducted continuously in three dimensions over a suitable range from the 
drone, and must be able to detect and avoid more than one obstacle at a time.  

Detect and avoid systems can apply different approaches for different types of drone operating in 
different situations.  Various types of detection technology have been tested, including onboard 
radar, visual systems using cameras, lidar, and sonar / acoustic sensors.  Each of these technolgies 
has different ranges and fields of view and serves a particular purpose.  A large drone flying in all 
types of airspace could be expected to employ perhaps three systems to provide a degree of 
redundancy and all-round sensor coverage in three dimensions.

Camera-based systems will need to provide an adequate number of sensors with suitable positioning 
and orientation on the airframe to provide the necessary field of regard. The most convenient 
locations may be blocked by elements of the airframe, which may require redesign to accommodate 
the system. An aircraft that is designed to accommodate a detect-and-avoid system upfront will 
avoid these difficulties.5 

Sensor imagery must then be processed by an algorithmically based computer system which is able 
to detect a hazard and warn the pilot and / or automatically take action to avoid the hazard.  The 
software must be able to detect a hazard in a range of environmental conditions – for example, in 
different illumination and weather conditions, against different background and foreground features 
and horizons, and in a cluttered environment – and must be able to discriminate between objects 
despite different appearances, geometries, and viewpoints.  In addition, it must be able to interpret 
data at real-time speeds and the hardware must be compact enough to be fitted inside the drone.

Components of a detect and avoid system 

The detect and avoid system has a number of components to undertake its various functions and 
also to provide redundancy and operate over different ranges and fields of regard (Figure 1).  Detect 
and avoid systems are still at the development stage, and different systems developed by different 
manufacturers have different arrangements and means of operation – there is no single off-the-shelf 
approach available for generic application.  The approach taken to detect and avoid will depend on 
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the details of the operation, environment, and air traffic regime and infrastructure.  

Figure 1: Range and field of regard of Skyguardian detect and avoid system components (General 
Atomics Aeronautical Systems Inc.).

The detect and avoid system trialled by General Atomics for its SkyGuardian drone in the USA in 
2020 is based around existing air safety technology and has the following components (in 
simplified terms):6

Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast system

The Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast system (ADS-B) uses a satellite navigation 
system to determine the aircraft's position and periodically broadcasts it by radio, allowing the 
aircraft to be tracked.  The system has a transponder to send out its own tracking signal and an 
interrogator to receive and validate signals from other aircraft.  Anyone with an ADS-B receiver 
(other aircraft, air traffic control, or flight tracker websites) can identify the aircraft and its location, 
heading, and speed.  Although 'co-operative' aircraft such as passenger airliners use ADS-B 
signalling, ADS-B on its own is insufficient to act as a detect and avoid system because most 
aircraft, notably small aircraft flying and low altitudes and military aircraft, do not have ADS-B 
transmitters.7  ADS-B transponders are needed on large drones flying in unsegregated airspace to 
signal the drone's intentions to other aircraft.

Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System

The Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) (also known as Airborne Collision 
Avoidance System – ACAS) builds a three dimensional model of airspace around the aircraft and 
alerts pilots of planes with TCAS transponders about other planes near them, particularly if they are 
flying at a similar altitude.   TCAS keeps an 'electronic eye' on the sky around the aircraft and an 
alert verbally prompts the pilot to take action if another aircraft is too close.  TCAS operates on the 
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principle of ensuring that there are a set of 'safety volumes' around the aircraft – hockey puck-like 
shapes defining the risks of collision if another aircraft enters them – and issues alerts accordingly 
(Figure 2).8   

Figure 2:  Air space safety volumes (Iris Automation).

Due Regard Radar

Due Regard Radar (DRR), the main sensor for the SkyGuardian detect and avoid system, is an air-
to-air radar system consisting of antennae and an electronics assembly that scans for radar targets 
and allows the pilot to detect and track other aircraft.  DRR is a key component of the detect and 
avoid system because it allows the pilot to track non-cooperative aircraft without a transponder.9

Detect and Avoid Processor

The detect and avoid processor in the drone's flight computer fuses information received from the 
ADS-B system, radar, and other sensors, and also traffic advisories from air traffic control, to build 
a real-time model of the air environment around the drone.  If a hazard is detected a threat 
resolution module undertakes programmed actions necessary to issue an alert, maintain separation 
and avoid the hazard (climbing, descending, or turning away, according to the safest option) and 
then return the drone to its original flight path.  Detect and avoid processing can also potentially 
incorporate weather avoidance radar to recognise cloud types and autonomously plot a course to 
avoid bad weather as well as collision hazards.10 
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The ground control station for the drone includes a Conflict Prediction Display System (CPDS) for 
the pilot, and an access server, and router.  The detect and avoid system can be operated in 
'automatic' and 'advisory' modes.  In both modes information is sent to the ground control station 
and provided to the flight crew, but in automatic mode an alert from the TCAS to the drone's flight 
computer will exercise a collision avoidance manoeuvre automatically.  At any time the pilot can 
override commands from the TCAS system.

General Atomics and detect and avoid technology

General Atomics has been working on detect and avoid systems since 2011, when early prototypes 
of an air-to-air radar system were first produced and tested, followed by flight testing of a detect 
and avoid algorithm.  A version of the prototype, the Baseline DAA system, was deployed on board 
US Customs and Border Protection MQ-9 aircraft from 2016 onwards, and since 2018 General 
Atomics has been working to design and build a certified detect and avoid system suitable for 
routine use in US, European, and international airspace.11  A General Atomics SkyGuardian 
airframe, N190TC (aircraft serial number YBC01), has undertaken flights under close supervision 
in the USA to demonstrate detect and avoid capabilities.  The system has so far only been approved 
for use in the USA by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) on an experimental certificate 
with some conditions.  In summer 2021 N190TC will visit the United Kingdom to fly in trials and 
appear at displays.12  Despite the work done to date, when Protector comes into service for the RAF 
in 2023 it will not initially have a detect and avoid capability.13

In co-operation with Honeywell, ACSS, BAE Systems and NASA, General Atomics has contributed 
to developing an industry-wide detect and avoid solution for the US airspace regulators.  NASA's 
'Ikhana' drone is a test platform based on the MQ-9 Predator B for research into electronic sensor 
technologies and technologies to improve the capability, reliability, and safety of manned and 
unmanned aircraft.14

The EU and detect and avoid technology

The EU is also planning to develop its own detect and avoid system for large military drones and 
has selected the European Detect and Avoid System (EUDAAS) consortium, led by Saab, to 
develop the capability.15  The system will be tested on several different platforms, including the 
EuroMALE drone, which is intended to be designed with detect and avoid features from its 
inception, and smaller tactical drones.  The three year programme, costing more than €30 million, 
will work closely with other European aviation safety initiatives and is supported and part-funded 
by Sweden (lead nation), Italy, Germany, France and Spain.16 
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The UK and detect and avoid technology

In the early 2010s BAE Systems led the Autonomous Systems Technology Related Airborne 
Evaluation and Assessment (ASTRAEA) to develop technologies, systems, facilities, procedures, 
and regulations to allow drones to operate routinely in unsegregated airspace over the UK.  BAE 
has now signed a memorandum of understanding with General Atomics to support integration of the 
Protector drone into UK national airspace.  BAE Systems will “work to shape the regulatory 
environment” so as to enable the sale and flexible operation of the UAV in regulated airspace.17

As well as the effort to integrate Protector into UK airspace, the Civil Aviation Authority is 
supporting a variety of other development programmes to encourage innovation in what it calls the 
“detect and avoid ecosystem” – the technologies which are likely to be required for a successful 
approach to detect and avoid, namely ground-based infrastructure, electronic identification and 
conspicuity, on-board detect and avoid equipment; and air traffic management.18  

Challenges for detect and avoid technology

Detect and avoid systems face a number of challenges.
• Reliability is critical, as the detect and avoid system is life-dependent, and so the system 

needs to be certified.
• As yet there are no defined performance requirements and no published standards for what a 

detect and avoid system should do to avoid hazards and prevent the drone itself from 
becoming a hazard.  The lack of a 'single system' approach to detect and avoid may present 
difficulties to regulators in defining safety standards.

• Emergency procedures are required in the event of the loss of the detect and avoid system, 
and it is not clear how these could be set up to provide a fail safe response in every situation.

• Detect and avoid technology, in particular its software elements, is still at an early stage of 
maturity, and requires large quantities of data for training purposes.  The software must be 
sufficiently robust and secure to avoid being spoofed or hacked. 

• There is a trade-off between size, weight, power consumption, and cost of the system.  The 
size and weight of the system needs to be minimised in order to reduce on-board space 
requirements, power requirements, and costs, and to increase the endurance of the drone. 
Sensor coverage and the effectiveness of the detect and avoid system will be limited by the 
number of sensors and the computing power that the drone can accommodate.  For a 
military drone, space and weight taken up by the detect and avoid system is space which 
would otherwise be used to carry a military payload.19

• There are limits to the complexity of the environment that a detect and avoid system can 
cope with.  The SkyGuardian system developed  by General Atomics is at present only able 
to display to the pilot traffic detected within 30 nautical miles of the drone's position, and 
only the nearest 30 tracks if there are more than 30 aircraft detected within this sector.20
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• In order to be anything more than locally effective, detect and avoid systems require 
airspace control infrastructure and all other airspace users to have adopted compatible 
technology able to recognise a drone using a detect and avoid system.


